**Sample Rate:**
Changes the sample rate from 0.1 Hz to 48KHz

**Alt Function:** Mix
Changes the mix level from dry to wet.

**Tap Tempo:**
Sets the speed of the LFO and the timing of the triggered envelope.

**Hold to access Alt Functions:**
Alt Functions are only accessible when Tap Tempo is being held.

**Trigger Depth:**
Changes the amount the trigger affects the Sample Rate.

**Alt Function:** Trigger Ratio
Changes the timing of the triggered envelope.

**LFO Depth:**
Changes the amount the LFO affects the Sample Rate.

**Alt Function:** LFO Waveform
Changes the waveform of the LFO.

**Bypass:**
Disables processing and passes the input through to the output.

**Bits:**
Changes the bit depth from 1 bit to 24 bits.

**Alt Function:** Post Bits Level
Attenuates the signal post Bit crushing.

**Pitch Track:**
Links the Ring Mod's Carrier frequency to the pitch of the input signal.

**Alt Function:** Trigger Direction
Changes the triggered envelope's direction.

**Ring Mod Frequency:**
Changes the frequency of the Carrier Oscillator.

**Alt Function:** RM Waveform
Changes the waveform of the Ring Modulator's Carrier Oscillator.

**AM/FM Mix:**
Blends between AM and FM signals.

**Alt Function:** FM Depth
Changes the depth of the FM portion of the Ring Modulator only.

For the full user manual please visit: meris.us/support